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**Synopsis**

The exercises in this book are intended to facilitate effective communication across a wide range of differences. Many of the exercises are written with instructions that address needs for a specific audience (e.g., gender or generation). Stringer and Cassiday have written and adapted sound, ready-to-use activities for settings where the exploration of cross-cultural communication would be beneficial: the workplace, the classroom, human resources programs, ESL classes, corporate diversity training, international team development workshops, conflict management and others.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book is well designed and very clear on what to do, and how to do it. I would recommend this to anyone who needs more ideas on actual activities to facilitate to improve cross-cultural communication and understanding. I work in student affairs and plan on using this book often. I like how it is truly focused on activities and includes everything you need to know for that activity, including the level of 'risk' involved (how intense the activity could be for participants). That is very helpful in using the activities to build a plan to continue your group's development.

Activities are useful, though they're difficult to scale down for a small class. Try using them for a larger group for maximum effectiveness.

I will probably find the book useful.